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1980s TV 3

1. In the original cartoon series 'Transformers' what was the name of the Autobots arch enemies?

2. What was the name of the 'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles' talking rat sensei?

3. What is the name of the industrial capitalist who threatens the natural habitat of the Raccoons in

the cartoon series of the same name?

4. What was the name of He-Man's twin sister in 'He-Man and the Masters of the Universe’?

5. In 'Growing Pains', what is the profession of Dr. jason Seavers wife Maggie Malone?

6. Outside of an exit from Fraggle Rock, through a well, live a family of giant furry humanoids - what

are they called?

7. Dr Douglas 'Doogie' Howser possessed a genius intellect and eidetic memory. At what age did he

graduate from Princeton University?

8. What is the name of Kevin's on/off girlfriend in the series 'The Wonder Years’?

9. What is the name of the demonic, mummified sorcerer, in the cartoon series 'ThunderCats’?

10. Who assumes the identity of Remington Steele in the TV Show of the same name?

11. What are the names of the four 'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles’?

12. In 'The A-Team' what does BA stand for in BA Baracus?
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Quizmaster Answers

1. Decepticons

2. Master Splinter

3. Cyril Sneer

4. She-Ra

5. Reporter

6. Gorgs

7. Aged 10

8. Gwendolyn 'Winnie' Cooper

9. Mumm-Ra

10. Pierce Brosnan

11. Michelangelo, Leonardo, Donatello and Raphael

12. Bad Attitude

1. In the original cartoon series 'Transformers' what was the name of the Autobots arch enemies?

2. What was the name of the 'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles' talking rat sensei?

3. What is the name of the industrial capitalist who threatens the natural habitat of the Raccoons in

the cartoon series of the same name?

4. What was the name of He-Man's twin sister in 'He-Man and the Masters of the Universe’?

5. In 'Growing Pains', what is the profession of Dr. jason Seavers wife Maggie Malone?

6. Outside of an exit from Fraggle Rock, through a well, live a family of giant furry humanoids - what

are they called?

7. Dr Douglas 'Doogie' Howser possessed a genius intellect and eidetic memory. At what age did he

graduate from Princeton University?

8. What is the name of Kevin's on/off girlfriend in the series 'The Wonder Years’?

9. What is the name of the demonic, mummified sorcerer, in the cartoon series 'ThunderCats’?

10. Who assumes the identity of Remington Steele in the TV Show of the same name?

11. What are the names of the four 'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles’?

12. In 'The A-Team' what does BA stand for in BA Baracus?
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